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Data Analysis (I and II)

Data Analysis: gaining insights about data
using computation.

Categorical: a type of data that falls into
multiple separate categories
Ordinal: a type of data that falls into
categories which can be compared
Numerical: a type of data that can be
represented by numbers

CSV: data stored in a table-like format,
separated by newlines and commas
JSON: data stored in a particular nested
format similar to a dictionary
Plaintext: data that does not match a
known protocol but can be read directly

import csv # CSV library

csv.reader(f) # read f into data

list(reader) # data -> 2D list

csv.writer(f) # write data as CSV

writer.writerows(data)

# actually write the data

import json # JSON library

json.load(f) # read file into data

json.dump(data, f) # write data

You can extract data from plaintext using
string operations and methods like slicing,
split, index, and strip.

You can reformat data by adding,
removing, and reinterpreting existing data
using destructive actions like append,
pop, and index assignment.

import statistics # stats library

statistics.mean(data) # mean

statistics.median(data) # median

statistics.mode(data) # mode

Calculate probabilities over data using
count and len

Visualization: representing data in a visual
format. Plot type can be chosen based on
the number of dimensions of data (one,
two, or three) and the data types being
used (categorical, ordinal, numerical).

Visualization options: bar chart,
box-and-whiskers plot, bubble plot,
colored scatter plot, histogram, pie chart,
scatter plot, scatter plot matrix

Matplotlib: a library that enables building
visualizations. Plots can be found by
searching the APIs and examples.

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

plt.scatter(x, y) # create plot

plt.show() # render visualization
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Simulation (I and II)

Simulation: an automated imitation of a
real-world event

Model: a computational representation of
the real world
Components: information in a model that
describes the state of the world
Rules: information in a model that
describes how it changes over time or due
to events

MVC (Model-View-Controller): a
framework for programming simulations
where functions work in tandem using a
shared data structure instead of running
sequentially. Store components in the
model; update graphics from the view; call
rule functions from the controllers.

# set up initial model

# data["var"] = value

makeModel(data)

# display current model

# use data["var"] in canvas call

makeView(data, canvas)

# update model over time

# update data["var"] each call

runRules(data, call)

# update model due to key event

# check event.char, event.keysym

keyPressed(data, event)

# update model due to mouse event

# check event.x, event.y

mousePressed(data, event)

True randomness: randomly generated
numbers that are impossible to predict in
a way that allows a winner in the long run
Pseudo-randomness: numbers generated
randomly by an algorithm. Can be
predicted if you know the algorithm.

Monte Carlo method: solve a problem by
running a simulation many many times
and averaging the results

# Monte Carlo structure

def getExpectedValue(numTrials):

count = 0

for trial in range(numTrials):

result = runTrial()

if result == True:

count = count + 1

return count / numTrials
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Machine Learning

Machine Learning: algorithmically find
patterns in data and automatically develop
a model for the data based on them.

Supervised learning: learn from labeled
data to predict label outputs based on the
given information. Can be used to make
predictions on future data.
Unsupervised learning: group unlabeled
data into categories by finding data points
that are similar to each other. Helps find
natural structures, but hard to test.
Reinforcement learning: help an AI agent
solve a goal by repeatedly checking
whether the agent is closer too or further
from the goal.

Classification: given labeled data, produce
a model that can find categorical or
ordinal results.
Regression: given labeled data, produce a
model that can find numerical results.
Clustering: given unlabeled data, group
similar data points into separate clusters.

Training: use most of the original dataset
to look for groups of features that correctly
predict results. Build these features in a
model to make future predictions.
Validation: while training, repeatedly test
on a subset of the data to make sure the
model isn't overfitted to the known data
Testing: when the model is finished, test it
once on a reserved subset of the data to
see how well it performs. Since the model
has never seen this data before, it should
perform similarly on new, unlabeled data.

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI): computational
techniques that attempt to mimic signs up
human intelligence using programming

Agent: a model trained by an AI algorithm
to accomplish a specific task. Works
through perception, reason, action cycle.

Perception: gather information about the
problem being solved
Reason: given the current information,
decide what should be done next, often
using search algorithms
Action: take the chosen action to move
closer to the goal

Game Tree: a tree that represents all the
possible states of a two-player game.
Nodes are game states (possible board
configurations), edges are actions taken
by players.

Minimax: an algorithm that can be applied
to a game tree to help the AI choose the
best possible move. Scores leaves based
on whether the AI wins (1) or loses (-1);
for inner nodes, chooses the maximum
child score if the AI is taking the turn, or
the minimum score is the user is taking
the turn.

Heuristic: heuristics can be applied to
game trees by only moving down a certain
number of levels, then scoring inner
nodes with a heuristic function instead of
creating the full game tree.
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Computer Science History

Introduction of theoretical computers
● Analytical Engine
● Program over Bernoulli numbers
● Church-Turing Thesis

Construction of first hardware & software
● Electronic circuitry
● WWII impact
● ENIAC
● von Neumann architecture
● compiler

Transition from corporate to personal
● Transistor
● Integrated circuit
● Microprocessor
● Mother of All Demos

Connection of computers via internet
● ARPANET
● TCP/IP and HTML

Computer Science Ethics

Data Collection: data is collected from the
user, the user's browser, and from other
sources like tracking cookies. This data is
used to provide hyper-targeted ads.
Ethics: there are debates over what kinds
of data should be protected.

Facial Recognition: ML algorithms can
automatically match a person's face to a
photo. Some have shown biased
performance across race and gender.
Ethics: there are debates over when it is
appropriate to use facial recognition in
different settings.

Automated Decision Making: some AI
algorithms are used to make important
decisions. It is often hard to explain why
these decisions are reached due to how
the models work. Some algorithms have
also shown bias across race and gender.
Ethics: there are debates over who should
be held responsible for decisions made by
algorithms, and what should be done
about algorithms causing job loss.

Computer Science Future

Cryptocurrencies: an independent and
decentralized currency managed by a
collective on the internet. Some are run
on a data structure called a Blockchain,
which is like a chain of ledgers.

NFTs: Non-fungible tokens. Certificates
for digital items that can be bought and
sold like cryptocurrencies. Similar to
trading cards.

Virtual Reality: experiencing a virtual
space as if you were actually there via
headset. Uses 3D rendering to translate a
3D space into what you should view.

Quantum Computing: computing that uses
quantum bits (qubits) which can be 0, 1,
or a superposition. Can find quantum
answers very fast with entanglement, but
needs probability for classical answers.

The Singularity: the point at which AI
intelligence growth outpaces human
intelligence growth. Currently very
far-future. AI intelligence can be tested
through methods like the Turing Test.


